
 

Boss 'Eadbanga looked again at his cards.  He had three 

of something, which is more than he ever had in a 

winning hand.  Glaring across the pile of teef on the 

table, he gazed at the one nob who had the lack of 

survival sense to still be in the game. 

"Dat's all da teef I got, boss" said Grotsmakka. 

'Eadbanga put his cards down and grabbed his winnings.  

"Dey're mine den." 

"Uh, boss..." Grotsmakka laid his cards onto the 

table.....there were four of the same kind.  "I gots lotz." 

The rest of the nobz jumped back from the table, 

knocking it over and scattering 'Eadbanga's future 

winnings everywhere.  They didn't want to be near his 

giant buzzsaw as it started up. 

 

 

 

 

 

"Yeah?  Well dat don't beat lotz and lotz." 

Grotsmakka wasn't big enough yet for a fight with his 

boss.  "True dat, boss." 

 

'Eadbanga liked playing poker with his nobz, but the 

games never lasted past the first deal of the cards.  

Wanting something more, it was time for a road trip.  

He gathered up his crew, the Kracked Kranium MC, and 

as many boyz as he could round up.  "We're headin' off 

to find more teef." 

He heard a voice safely behind him, "Where is dat, 

boss?" 

"It's not da destinashun, but da journey." 

 

 

Warboss 'Eadbanga of da Kracked Kraniums MC 

Mek Special bike with dakkaguns for blastin' 

stuff and skorcha for burnin' stuff.  He's got 

a buzzsaw for krumpin', brain surgery and a 

mad squig. 

155 points 

 

 

Da Kracked Kranium MC 

Lotz o' Nobz with Powerklaws, sluggas, a big 

choppa, Waaagh! banner, bosspole, skorcha and 

a painboy with grot orderly.  all on bikes of 

course, making lots of noise. 

455 points 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

da glory hogs, lots of warbikers led  by 

Boneshatta with powerklaw and bosspole 

140 points 

 

 

 

Shokkaboyz - Lotz of slugga boyz led by 

Scumduffa, with a powerklaw  and bosspole 

220 points 

 

 

Skarboyz - Lotz of slugga boyz led by 'Eadpoppa, 

with a powerklaw  and bosspole 

220 points 

 

Da furst Ligne, lotz of boyz with shootas.  da 

grenadiers have rokkits and da kolonel has a 

powerklaw and bossflag 

250 points 

 

Lashbait - three kannon with grot krew 

60 points 

 


